Katelizabeth Photography

Model Release Form

Model Release
Model:
Shoot Date:
Team:

Est. Arrival:

Est. End:

Type:

Location:

I, the model, grant you, the photographer, and usage of the photographs subject to the following conditions:
 I understand that the photographs taken of me during this sessions can be used wholly or in
part in any publication (commercial or otherwise), portfolio or public display.
 The photographs may be used to represent an imaginary person and any wording associated
will not be attributed to me unless my name is specifically mentioned.
 I understand that the photographer has full rights, control and ownership to the images and their word on use of
images is absolute, the photographer must be notified of any use of images outside of portfolio.
 Any special conditions on usage agreed between the model and photographer:
I understand the photographer’s selection is final and I am not entitled to choose, question nor obtain further or unedited work
on collaborative basis. Additional images after the photographer’s selection must be paid for in full prior to receiving.
Therefore I waive any right that I may have to inspect or approve the finished products or the advertising copy or printed
matter that may be used in connection therewith or the use to which it may be applied.
I acknowledge I can make no claim against the photographer or party members in the event of accident, illness or injury during
this session.
I acknowledge that by signing this form, subject to the usage restrictions above, I give up all claim of ownership of the
photographs, and assign copyright to the photographer named above. No further payment will be due to the model or team.
Use of the photographs may be granted to third parties; however the photographs will remain the property of the
photographer.
Failure to adhere to these Terms and Conditions will result in negative feedback, withheld images or product or court action.
I am 18 years old or over.
I have read this form carefully and fully understand the implications.
Please complete the information below (delete the line as appropriate).
Signature:

__________________________________________

Date: _________________

(Full name)

Contact Number:

__________________________________________

E-mail:

__________________________________________

Address: ___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

After the shoot the photographer endevours to provide full credits with tags and/or links on all released
images, and provide positve recommendations and reviews on Facebook and Purple Port social networking sites. It would be
appreciated if team members could do the same promptly and thouroughly to provide feedback on their shooting experience:
www.purpleport.com/portfolio/katelizabeth
www.facebook.com/KatelizabethPhotographyPage
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Models should bring these basics to each shoot:
 Contact details of others on shoot, directions to shoot
 Black plain underwear and bra set, Nude plain underwear and bra set, strapless proffered
 Black or Nude high waist shape wear underwear set
 Black or nude plain heels
 Black and sheer tights
 Lip balm or gloss for throughout the shoot
 Phone charger
 Makeup to apply after the shoot if you so wish
 Makeup wipes
 Towel
 Hairbrush
 Sources of inspiration
 A selection of hair ties and slides
 Spare, warm and comfortable clothes
 Comfortable shoes
 Food, drink and medicinal or personal and hygiene items
 Nail polish of colour worn for top ups or remover and cotton pads
 Any extra items that would fit well in the shoot or have been asked for specifically
Models must ensure:
 The model release form has been signed and returned to the photographer before the shoot.
 Finger and toenail polish is not chipped and painted nude, black or clear unless otherwise stated.
 Facial and body hair is appropriately groomed, no stray hairs particularly eyebrows or lip.
 Moisturize fully before the shoot, come bare faced unless otherwise stated.
 Well rested, and do not consume excessive amounts of alcohol the night before the shoot.
 All jewelry is removed.
 Hair is freshly washed with no product unless otherwise stated.
 Contact with the photographer is established on the day before and the morning of the shoot, as well as when setting
off for the shoot.
 There is no smell of smoke, if you are a smoker please be aware no smoking is permitted around shoot items.
 Hair, if dyed, does not have root regrowth showing.
 If possible, do not wear items that will leave grooves on skin areas that will be photographed, such as socks, jewelry or
bra straps.
It is rare that a photo shoot occurs without one of the following, the model(s) will be briefed of the initial theme, however must
be prepared for and/or comfortable with the possibilities of the following and dealing them in a professional and easy going
manner, models will be required to be fully prepared and to trust the photographer knowing the following may need to be
endured in order to get the best image:
 Adverse weather conditions
 Extreme temperatures – snow, subzero and fire
 Extreme activity and sport
 Getting muddy, greasy, covered in paint or otherwise, dirty, wet, cold, tired
 Modeling to a degree of nudity or implied nudity – would be briefed prior to shooting for levels
 Modeling in public
 Being posed in unusual or compromising positions or places
 Modeling with animals, insects, reptiles, other models at close proximity
Models must present enthusiasm, bravery and excitement at the shoot; they must not show impatience, aversion or
unwillingness to perform. Every sympathy and effort is given to models working in extreme conditions to make things more
comfortable; however the model must deliver or will result in the termination of the shoot, negative feedback, withheld
images or product, or court action.
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